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01
Why 
internationalize?



18
Online stores worldwide

150m
Paid Prime members

300m
Active customers 

worldwide

39%
Product sales increase



18 Amazon Stores Worldwide
Europe

· UK, DE, FR, IT, ES, NL, PL, SE

Asia-Pacific

· JP, IN, AU, SG

Middle East

· AE, TR

Americas

· US, CA, MX, BR



176m
Visitors per month

100,000
USD in Sales

45,000+
Sales Partners 

3,400+
Product sales increase

Source: SimilarWed, December 2020



Amazon Global 
Listing

Amazon Build International Listings Tool

Source Store- tool will sync your settings to 
eligible listings

Manage offers in one marketplace & the tool 
will update offers

Free of charge & self-service

Benefits: increased sales, better catalogue 
quality data, less effort, selection across EU8



Keep in mind Packaging & Labeling: Do not need 
universal packaging and labeling 
languages, but is HIGHLY recommended

Safety warnings: Must be available in 
multiple languages

Supply Chain: Global listing does not affect 
your current supply chain setup  

Prices: You can recommend retail price for 
each MP

Brand Registry: Not necessary, but strongly 
recommended



02
Creating 
International Content



Content across 
marketplaces

Language proficiency is required 

Considerations: 

· Product modifications
· Different copy
· Marketing
· Keywords

Content Relevance Analysis



vs.





03
Global Advertising 
Strategy



02
Increase sales & 
expand market share

01
Help customers easily 
find relevant products

03
Control costs & Easily 
measure ROAs



Sponsored 
Advertising 
Strategy

Keyword research

Competitors

Market

Push organic ranking



Campaigns and 
targeting

When entering into a new market - the goal 
is to enter aggressively. Focus on generic 
keyword targeting (with a broad match type 
and high bids to cover relevant search terms 
and reach new-to-brand customers).

Take advantage of all ad types. 



Sponsored Products

ᐧ Organic ranking increase, drive 
product discovery, visibility and sales

ᐧ CPC

ᐧ Easily measurable

ᐧ Auto-campaigns

Source: screenshot Advertising.Amazon.com



Sponsored Brands

ᐧ Increase brand and product 
awareness & visibility

ᐧ Drive traffic to your Brand Store 
& Product Detail Pages

ᐧ CPC

ᐧ Easily accessible metrics

Source: screenshot Advertising.Amazon.com



04
Taxes, Regulations 
& VAT Service



VAT

Eligible products / product categories

Taxes and 
Regulations

Import & export regulations

Some products are not allowed to be sold 
in certain regions. It is YOUR responsibility 
to ensure that your product complies with 
local laws and Amazon policies.

You will likely be required to register for 
VAT in whatever country you sell or store 
goods in.

Easiest to use a 3rd party provider to ship 
into Europe. There are two major 
requirements: Importer of Record and 
Delivery Duty Paid.
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Cross-border 
sourcing on Amazon



What is cross-border sourcing?

As soon as a product becomes 
unavailable, Amazon may obtain the 
same product from another source. 



01

Purchase prices

02
Operational 
performance/ 
compliance

03

Availability



Contract and 
Model Types Global listing

ᐧ Same conditions apply to all 
participating marketplaces

ᐧ Cost advantage for manufacturers with 
larger flow of goods

Individual national contracts

ᐧ Maintaining separate control increases 
risk of cross-border sourcing



Country-specific offers

Unification of conditions and prices

Take measures 
against cross-border 
sourcing

Tracking serial numbers

Harmonizing conditions across all 
countries and finding a balance between 
purchase prices and downstream 
conditions for each country can make 
cross-border sourcing unattractive for 
Amazon.

Universally usable products favor 
cross-border sourcing. Establish exclusive 
features.

Makes sales more transparent and creates 
a reliable database.



A transnational sales strategy can protect you from 
cross-border sourcing.



European Fulfillment Network

Managing 
cross-border 
sales

Pan-European FBA

Multi-Country Inventory

FBA Export
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Logistics & shipping



Fulfillment by Amazon 
(FBA)

This fulfillment method allows sellers to 
send inventory to one of the EU 
fulfillment centers and Amazon picks up 
and ships the products, handles 
customer service in the correct language 
and processes any refund or return 
requests.  

ᐧ Prime availability

ᐧ 24/7 customer service

ᐧ Seller can conserve focus

ᐧ



Fulfillment by Merchant 
(FBM) Merchant is responsible for the entire 

customer experience from shipping to 
returns.

ᐧ Save money in fees

ᐧ Manage shipping

ᐧ Consider customer support

ᐧ Returns



07

Brexit



Considering selling in the UK from 
the EU or vice versa? 

Make sure it is worth the costs and 
effort.



Helpful hints for 
Brexit

Should I sell in the UK / EU?

Implications for FBA

Seller Central information




